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ABSTRACT 

A study was conducted to review the ch«ac tetris tics of 

available piezoresistive ..dit and evaluate their suitability 

aiii transducers for soil stress gages. The scope was limited to 

gages for measuring one component of static and dynamic free- 

field stresses, Three concepts were considered theoretically: 

1) piezoresistive strain gage elements mounted on a deflecting 

diaphragm, 2) solid piezoresistive elements in direct compression,, 

and 3) solid piezoresistive beam elements subjected to bending, 

Gages were designed and fabricated to test each of these concepts, 

lb,«: most. satisfactory overall results were obtained, with the 

diaphragm gage. Four such, gages wer® delivered to AWL in ful- 

1,1,,,11,ment of the contract requirements, The compreso,loci gage has 

rat;11 * ^ t^ere «any fabrication, problems to 1><s overtone. 
Further effort will be required to develop this concept. The 

beam gag,® does not appear as practical as the other types. A, 

systematic study of the behavior of 41111111:,11.,811 gages in soil is 

one of the most important activities that needs bo* be, undertaken. 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

Civil Engineers have been interested in free-field «oll stress 

measurement® for at least 50 years. The Goldbeck cell, on« of the 

finit to be widely used, was reported in the literature in 1916, 

The earliest gages were bulky and suitable only for the measurement 

of static pressures in large earth masses. Over the years, the de¬ 

velopment of new instrumentation techniques has permitted the achieve- 

raent: of «ore compact gages with .shorter1 response times. 

Mote recently1, because of the need to measure shock response, 

piezoelectric material.» have become popular as a transducer element, 

they were first used: for fluid pressure gages and were limited to 

very short, duration pulsea because of the capacitive nature of the 

circuitry. With, new instrumentation,, plesfoalectric gage# are now 

being used for slowly varying stress, measurements in soil, They 

have found frequent application in the laboratory because of their 

adaptability to miniaturization. However, beca,«»« of problem« when 

using long leads and their considerable sensitivity to temperature, 

electromagnetic and moisture effects, they have not yet found wide 

application in the field, 

A relatively new piezoresistive semiconductor material, which 

appears to offer a number of advantages over'■ piezoelectric and, other 
transducersp is, now conaMsicciiilly «viciable, Tl» iMotential. of this 

material has been relatively unexplorW as a #tms§ gage elenent, 

except tor applications in the form of thin strain gage elements, 

Such transducers have the advantage of a much, higher sensitivity 
over foil and! wire strain, gagea, There are, however, «why other 

features of this material that make it attractive as a sttresd gage 

transducer. Among these are the relatively s'imple linkthh 

requirements (i.e,, resistance bridge) and the suitability for both 
static and dynamic measurements. In addition, there are special 

resistance characteristic,» such that both positive and ueftatlve t*||¡ 

sistance changes can be obtained for the same stress and thermal 



effticis m%4 the elements can be made sensitive only to certain com« 

pofrtiflt» of etrebs, Finally, the material can be fabricated in vir¬ 
tually any shape and a lase, 

Tl» purpose of this study is to evaluate the feasibility of 

uaitig piieoreisiaitive semiconductors as transduce re for soil stress 

gtgeö. Attention; is primarily being devoted to single function 

free-1:1«Id stress gages, i.e., one component of normal stress, shear 

stress ot pores pressure with emphasis on normal stress measurement. 

Tht investigation contains four phases : 1) a, review of published 

literature and information available from manufacturers to deter¬ 

míne the properties, behavior, sire and cost of piezoresistive ma¬ 

teriais; 2) a theoretical evaluation of the behavior of piezoresis¬ 

tive materials to dwtermine their sensitivity to various stress 

components and to establish the proper tram,dueer size and shapes; 

3) design, fab.delation, and testing of gagea using the most prom¬ 

ising concepts; and, 4) fabrication and delivery to AFWL of four 

gages, of the moat successful design. The accomplishments of each 

of these phases are dlscussca in this report. 



SECTION II 

SUMMARY 

Recent developments in semiconductor technology have iiitde avail» 

able ® variety of piezoresistive materials that appear to 'hive value 

m transducers for gages to measure stress in soil. 

The theoretical behavior of piezoresistive materials 'hits been 

found to be well documented in the literature, A survey ot u«;to!- 
facturers was made to determine what materials wer« available and 

to obtain data describing their properties, On the basta of this 

information a number of potential concepts were evaluated tliisore* 

tic idly so that the most promising approaches could be selected » 

Attention was restricted to the measurement of a single component 

oi normal stress in soil. The applications considered theoretically 

were: 1) commercial plezoreslstlvt strain gagea mounted o» diaphragms 

subjected to soil pressure; 2) solid p lazares ilativo eleiiwint» isiub- 

jacted to direct: compression by the soil stress; and» 3¡| bmm ele» 
... subjected to bending under concentrated loading from the soil. 

In, the, third case the beaiis considered were «Itíitt solid piëiiore» 

s Is tive material or steel with commercial piezoresistive »¡train 

gages mounted on them. Specific gage® were designed to permit eit- 

perimental evaluation,a of these concept» including datemlxuition of 

the practical difficulties In their fabrication. 

Fabrication difficulties were encountered, with all tktm con« 
ceptisj, but the major problema wer«! associated with ti» |||||i piezo* 

rea ist ive elements, 'The raw1 materials were found, to t|le |||||||| 

available, however,, the eleriients, chmselve® had to be f|||||(|ë4 

by mtl „ This was u difficult task and little Inforsiall«, .^is 

available to provide assistance, Techniques wer« finally .dfifbloped 

for fabricating these elements so that a, direct oogppassion 

coiiid be constructed;, The not,id piezoresistive It««»:|i#m<p 

not fahr le at ed, however, 



!i«: gilges constructed were evaluated under a uniform hydro-» 
• tiitlc pressure ami buried in confined samples of sand« In 'both 

cases static press«,res up to 500 p«i were applied and released, 

fur icoppiirlsott» a pi«oresis11 ve soil stress gage, the llnlver** 

Ne'w Mexico (1JNM) gage¡,, developed at the Eric H, Wang 

Civil Engineering Research Facility (CERF) was evaluated in"the 

iaa* miiwiisr. 

The gage, whose overall performance was best, utilized the 

défiéeting-diaphragm concept. The results demonstrated chat a 

gag® of this type, whose performance ie reasonably linear in 

•O'li with a small amount of hysteresis and ha« a registration 

ratio (response in soil divided by response under hydrostatic 

pressure) near 1, can be constructed. 

The compression gage behaved erratically, and ml though, con¬ 

siderable development effort, was expended on, this concept, the 

problem® wer« not eliminated. Mechanical difficulties were 

encountered with the beam gage. These could be overcome, but 

tf» concept did not appear to have sufficient value in relation 

to the, others considered to justify further attention. The UNM 

gage performed linearly with little hysteresis in, soil but 

appeared to be quite sensitive to the placement, condition® and 

generally overregistered by a large amount, 

On. the basis of the study a stress gage was designed, using 

a dual element commercial piezoresistiv® strain gage mounted on 

a °* 5"in.. by 0,10-in„ thick diaphragm. The am,tire gage 

was machined from aluminum to add in matching its density to 

that of the soil, Th« overall gage size was 1.5 in. in diameter 

by 0,225 in, thick. The two active arms were matched with fixed 

resistor1,« inside of the, gag« case in order to provide a four-arm 

balanced bridge, Th«: research results suggest that, with 

additional development, the performance of this gage concept; can 

b« further Improved, The effort most; needed at the present is a 

thorough évaluation of this gage in soil with a systematic 

variation of the controlling par «nafor®, 

4 



SECTION: in 
PIEZOREiS I STI VITY 

A, literature survey was conducted to obtain Inforwitlon on 

the piezoresistive effect in materials, as well as previous ixans 

ducer work, which had been carried out using these nmterlaU. A 

bibliography of those articles that were found to he of most use 

on tlie program is included at the end of this report. 

lhe pietoresIstance phenomenon is the name given to the effect 

wherein a material exhibit, a change in resistivity due to an 

applied stress. Tf:e change in resistance of a specimen of such 

material is much greater than can be attributed to a change in it. 

dimensions alone. In those materials in which the piezoresistive 

effect is large, the change In resistance due to dimensional change, 

may generally be neglected in comparison to the changes due to the 

piezoresistive effect. The first piezoresistance measurements were 

™de in 1125 by Bridge (Ref 1) . The reBult9 

nun were carried out on several polycryetalline metals. The effect 

noted was generally small, of most interest for present applies-’ 

tlons of the plezoresietive effect are the results given by Smith 

(Ref 2) . He was the first to report the piezoresistive coeffi¬ 

cients for cubic crystals, namely germanium and sillo«. In order 

to make clearer the discussion to follow, s review of soma of the 

Properties of crystal« will be givin, 

I * CRYSTAL, CLASSIFICATION 

Crjuitali may be categorliwd according to thalr FrffP“ 

ñvtim- wh«1 litt tic« o »a® tan cs along cfa* t'hrae, «x«| «r« Bat«,! 

mA whe:n th* ®*®s fliarffli right «nglaa with each «libar, €1» cry«;«l 

ilB a*ld t0 b'® ««bio* Tti« plMoreatativ* «jífact ha®, 

““ ®*!"nT”1Lln r erir,ta1*- folla«i»8 iWlptlan'wái 
Le iestríeted, therefore, to cubic crystals. 

The position and orientation of • crystal plane le determined 

l>y 8lvl”8 ,;he coordinates of the points at which the plane inter¬ 

sects the crystal axes. Miller indices are generally used to 



í-T ..i® or lenta t ion • ï'hôs® Indices «¡tire obtained by first de** 
tf ruin i.ng ti» intercepts of the plane on, the axes. The reciprocals 
of that« number* are taken and reduced to the siiMillest three inte. 

Ä*1** hi.wing the aane ratio. The result of this op.»ration is en¬ 

closed "In parentheses. 

S’".. a plane intersects the axes at tine points (100) » (020) 

and (0(14). The reciprocals of the intercepts are 11 1/2 and 1/4, 

Th® «Il.Hat" indices are, therefore, {'421,). If the Intercept is at 

infinit.y, the corresponding Miller index is zero. If the plane 

..pcs the axis on the negative side of the origin» the cor¬ 

responding index 1* negative and i» indicated by placing a minus 

..we the index, e,g,M( (471). Planea that are equivalent by 

•ySpetiry or a family of planes are denoted {421,}. Directions are 

al.*o indicated by indices, A direction uw is perpendicular to a 

pie»« ww having the sanie Indices, Directions are denoted by [uvw] , 

while «.suivaient directions or a family of directions, are denoted 

by < urvw>. Figure 1 shows a cubic crystal and some of the important 

planes of this crystal,, 

2. FIEZ).. EFFECT 

Th« piezoresistive effect describes the chan ,e in, resistance 

of ..Hin crystals when subjected to stress or strain. Consider 

that an electric field is¡ applied to such, a crystal. Assume that 

the «le..trie field components» Ej (volt/unit length), are functions 

of the current density coiiponent«» (amp/tinit area,), and the 

•traas components Tk,r By employing the technique mied by Mason 

und Thurston (Ref 3) , the following basic piezoresistive equation 

may be derived 

Bt " piJ 1j + ,1Tijikl Ij Tki ’ <:L) 

Th« ttrirt term, py Ij, represents the semiconductor counterpart 

of 01(111111 law, The second term,, ir^j 1,^ , represents the piezo. 

resistive effect where Tkl is the change in, resistance due 

to the .. of stress, Th« piezoresistive coefficient ttj kl 

i,® ia, fouir th, order tensor cons in ting in general, of ¡81 componente/1 .. 

6 
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if, cia» ba shown that i» gancral for cubic crystal« 

7fijkl " 7Tjikl 

" 7rjilk. (2) 

.. 1Tij Ik * 

This reduces the number of components to 36. The equality given 

by Bq (2) permits the first two subscripts to be interchanged and 

the last two subscripts to be interchanged. In order to simplify 

the notation, one may, therefore, substitute a single numeral for 

fh«i: first pair of subscripts and for the second pair of subscripts. 

The following notation ia used: 

11 ---—> 1 , 
22 -——> 2 , 

33 -——> 3 , 

23 --—> 4 s 

13 -  > 5 , 

12 .    y § ,. 

This same substitution may he used for the «tress components. Thus, 

the »trees tensor can be designated by a single subscript while 

the piezoresistive coefficient can be designated by ;■* double sub¬ 
script . 

Unstressed silicon and germanium exhibit a, cubic, i.e,, sym¬ 

metric, crystal structure In which 

pl " p2 • p3 “ P0 » 

P/+ * P5 " P'6 • 0 * 

Hence Ecj (1) may be written 

(3) 

po ]ti + ^Ijkl IJ Tkl * (4) 



In addition,, for cubic crystals only three independent piezo- 

resiative coefficients are nonzero. These are iruu t ir,,-,,, and 

1,r2323 which may be writ,:en Po^ip P0^l2i mâ respectively 
using the simplified notation and factoring out; a constant p 

11 o ’ 
Aftiíír some manipulation and use of the stated conditions the 

following basic piezoresistive equations may 'be derived from Eq (4) 
for cubic crystals, 

E]. 

P“"; ” 11 1 1 + ^il1! + ^12^2 + T3>]' + t44 EI2T6 + » 

e2. 
Po.. 'l2 [l + ^111½ + ^12^1 + T3>ï + rr44 Hi\ +' I3r4] », (5) 

E:i 
— - 13 [1 + TiyTj + ^|2(T| + T2)3 + ir44 [11T5 + i^t^] . 

Jiwí subscripts 1, 2,, and; 3 on. I and I indicate orientations dein* 
cident with the principal axes of the crystal, and the subscripts 
on TT and I are based upon the simplified notation, 

Iw'o interesting effects may be observed : 

■1. If the current and voltage are taken. In the 

sanie direction and there is no current in the 
other two directions, then only the, three 

normal stresses 'will, influence the output. 

2* If the. current and voltage are taken at right 

angles, say orientations l and 2, then only 

tlha on* component of «hear stress Tg will 

influence the output.. 

in order to analyze any general crystal oif||n^tioa, « new 

Cartesian coordinate system with axes l\ 2* and 3* ji tfqjidrtd. 
Lei this transformation, between this system and the «tyjiîl ax«« 

be given by the matrix on the next page, where f, 

tine direction cosines between the appropriate ties 

9 
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1 

Coordinate System 2' 
Axis 

3' 

Cry still tots 

1 2 3 

m 
1 

m2 

nu 
3 

111!,. 

II, 

ri„. 

The current in the direction of the crystal axes is given by 

ID 

3 

I 
p*l 

Pn In P P <6) 

where ßp is the direction, cosine !, m, or n associated with the 

subscript:; m direction (m « 1, 2S or 3), A stress is given in 

doubl« subscript form, by 

ran. 

3 

P“1 
ep 9P rpp' + Z 6P % TP,' (1 - ¿ 

t|"*l 
pq ¢7) 

where T|nn is the stress with respect to the crystal axes, ß is 

defined aa before, 0 is the direction cosine associated with the 

subscript n direction, and Ô , called Kronerker delta, is equal 

ICQ' «ero for p # q and equal to one for p - q„ The electric field 

components in the rotated system are given by 

V 

V 
1? • *3 

m, 
1 

m2 

m3 

'Oii 

n, 

n, 

K 
1 

E 3 

¢8) 



By substitut ion o£ Eq (6) and (7) Into Eq (8) and the resulting 

expressions substituted into Eq (5) the relationship between the 

electric field, the resistivity, the current, and the »trees Is 

determined (Ref 4). It is of the form 

V/p„ - I, 1+*u’V +"12'V + "13'T3 + "14,T4' 

+ "15'T5 + "16’V 

+ I2' 

+ I. 

"<il'Tl 

+ ,,65'T5 

+ 'n,62,T2 

+ "66,T6' 

+ 7r63'T3 

"5l’Tl + 7r52'T2 + w53'T3' 

+ "64’T4' 

+ "54'T4' 

(9) 

+ "55'T5' + -!56'T6 

where the stress components are written in single subscript form. 
Aflá» I /•k.flr/Vl! * *» ^ M J  . rn a, . 

Analogous expressions may be written for E?"/p and E,Vp . 

In order to analyse any general orientation, It is necessary 

to determine the value ol the primed piezoresistive coefficients 

In terms of the unprimed coefflcelnts. This may be done In sev¬ 

eral ways. One of these Is to apply the rules of tensor trans¬ 

formations to the unprimed coefficients. Alternately, Eq (6),(7) 

and (8) may be used to derive Eq (9) In terms of the unprimed 

coefficients and the direction cosines of the transformation used 

The primed piezoresistive coefficients may then be determined by 

an examination of the appropriate coefficient in the expressions 

lot the primed electric field components in terms oí the primed 

stress and current components. As an example, ■it.,1 would be the 
cool Uc tent of Xj'Ig' in the expression for I, '. Wotys- 

twl». "j,), ” iherefore, 18 Independent pi«zari»»il|||iv« 

dents may be written In the primed coordinate sy«yL ’ " 

coefficients are given In Table I. 
¡ ,| I ¡! !¡ I! j'1 ! j: ■ ¡¡¡î f| 

Equation (9) and Table I together provide the general rela¬ 

tionships between current, voltage field, stress, and plezore 

tlve coefficients for any arbitrary orientation In symnetrlc 



' 

. 

HUI. 

Table I 

TRANSLATED PIEZORESISTANCE COEFFICIENTS (Ref 4) 
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Fr am t; he s e r e la t i ans h :lp » » o r lent at ion s g iv ing max iaiim, a en» 11 ivi t y 

iw well as those in, which certain coefficients are »ero laiiy b« de¬ 

termined » Such situations lire discussed by Pf «im, and, Thurston 

(Ref 4), Appropriate eases will be examinee! later in this report 

In connection, with specific gage designs, 

3, AVAILABLE MATERIALS 

In order that usable gages night be designed, it was decided 

to initiate the program with a survey that would include bbth the 

literature and various manufacturers to determine what; work had 

been carried out in the past and, to determine alia what ple*dre- 

e i s t; ive na t er la 1 • would be r e ad t ly availab ie, Forty- « «ven manu¬ 

facturera , who might possibly be suppliers of plesoresistlve 

mater lala» wer« contacted. Four »tipp Her« of commercial pleao- 

resietive strain gagea wer« also contacted. In addition, a letter 

was sent to the Germanium Information Center, inquiring about in-' 

formation available concerning the plexoreslstive properties of 

that; material. 

Twenty-eight of the manufacturers replied to the letter con¬ 

cerning basic semiconductor mat; or it Is. Four gage manufacturers 

replied. The. following gives a summary of the responsei received 

from, the material suppliers, Thu summary will be given, in rathe« 

general terms since the rapid advances in semiconductor teelitolo- 

gy may have caused certain of the manufacturers to revise the ma¬ 

terials and types that, they are willing or mbit to supply. 

The most commonly available material 1,® n- or p-type »tileon* 

Usually only one resistivity 1» available a« an off-the-shelf litem, 

Soma manufacturers were also willing to supply n- and p-type f«r- 

manium, usually in only one resistivity without a Special order. 

In bulk form, the material was. generally available in a rod «on- 

figuration with, th« axis of the. rod being in. the [HI.] dir^jlnti* 

lost of the responders who wert willing to supply the material 

would not quote prices without specific detail,» covtcemiitg the 

material desired. This indicated that each, order was. filled on 

a special, basis, causing the price of the mi|airl#l, to be ratlrtt 

high. 



Most of the commercial strain gages available were of the 

iMtalMs type, »«intly a slice of silicon on a glats-epoxy carrier. 
TWO ittwuf'ftct'iirers, however, offer diffused silicon gages, on a 
substrate, which is bulk allicon,, These gages may be placed in 
position by weans of soldering or welding. Only one comerciai I 
strain gaga, which consisted of both an n- and p.type gage on a 
single backing, was offered. This gage should give changes in 
resit¢:.,tace in each of Its elements,, which are opposite in, sign, 
A# a function of the applied strain. The gage factors available 
ranged fron -140 to 170, with resistance of between 60 and 
101,,000 ohns* 



SECTION IV 

GAGE CONCEPTS 

I, APPLICATION 

The current itate-of-tha-art of «oil stress *«a*ur<ntt«M: sug¬ 
gests that a universal soil stress gage is non: .. This is 
primarily the result of the complex nature of soil stress*strain 
relationships. The proper gage design must therefort be based 
upon the particular application taking Into consideration, such 
factors as the type of stress (e.g,, normalr hydroitttic^ or shear), 
magnitud# of stress, stress-strain characteristics of the soil, 
whether the application is free-field or al: «olí-«tructur# inter- 
face«» and finally, the environmental conditions such as ttiiperafcura, 
radiation, and moisture conditions* 

The transducer and the environmental condition« may b# the 
aame in the free-field m for maa surfaient s «t so 11-»truc ture 
interfaces, but this gage design and configurât loti may !» entirely 
different in the two cases. For both application»,, normal stress, 
•hear stress, and pore pressure are of interest and several 
components of each or combinations such a# normal und shear stress 
may be desired. However, the successful measurement of single 
components of stress is still sufficiently unresolved that it 1b 
beat to avoid the further complication of attempt,in* combination 
measurement; a in soil* A review of plecoreslstive theory indica tes. 
that from electronic considerations alone, It is possible to 
simultaneously iMasure several itres« components with, t, 181,10,81,1(1 
element by proper application of current and, measurement of 
voltage; however, from, a soil-gage interaction point of viiiw It 
does nor appear that these: componen!# can be, related to tlhii 
desired, free-fie Id values. There fort,, in the present study the 
primary «mplwsle 1,« placed upon the liieatureimeut of « »i|p|f,|j|j com- 
ponent of free-field «trMs,, «pacifica,,lly noirmal #trii§J||! 

A, number of factors must be considered in the overall »age 
design and the «election of « tran»du«er* The ex,!,«timo« of e 
complex litre«« field in the soil must be assumed* In ordtr to 



JMitait» a «ingle coiiponeint of stress, the influence of the other 
Components of itress cm the ginge nuiit be minimized. The gage 
iitwiit! be a.d»qua;t:«ly' waterproof and not be significantly affected 
hy ... ..«mental factors such as temperature and radiation, 
Ifor noiirt !ioll applicatiooo temperature has not been a major 
jp i, ti Ib lililí «a long as compensation, for long term temperature changes 
Is 'pwrided. The rate of change of stress, t,e., static or 
tlyoaaiJjc application, is important because if affects the require- 
meats of the instrumentation, the gage frequency response and the 
density matching with the soil. 

2, GACI S PEC IF IiCAT IONS 

Based upon the foregoing discussion, and review of current 
theories of soil stress me*sûrement (Ref 5) , the following 
nominal «pacifications were selected as a basis for the design of 
a normal «tress gage for free-field soli application: 

• Disk-shaped with small thickness-diameter ratio, 
say 1/10 (atress component to be measured is 
noiaal to face of disk), 

« Gage diameter between 1 and 2 in, (gage size is 
Important with respect to soil conditions, type 
of sensing element, and size of test specimen), 

• Overall gage stiffness as high as possible, say 
equivalent to a diaphragm diameter-deflection 
ratio } 5,000, 

• 'Overall gage density in the same range as that of 
soil, say 110 to 140 Ib/cu ft, 

« Frequency reap.. suitable for ... 
between de and 1,0,000 eps, 

a Active sensing area lets than total area of gage 
face, sty 50 percent, 

a Stress measurement In the range of zero to 
500 pal, 

16 



• Compata b i I i ty with low impedance coo vent iottal 

recording Instruments and the use of long leads, 

say up to 100 ft. 

• Long tern température compensation* 

• Adequately waterproofed for embedment In soil 

over a period of days, 

» Capable of "being calibrated in terns of the true 

free-field soil stress with satisfactory linearity 

and hysteresis characteristic!, 

L't recognieed that it may 0,01: be possible to meet all 

criteria simultaneously so that some compromise must ’be nade. 

However, preliminary guidelines are necessary as a basis against 

which to evaluate each potential concept. 

Two basic directions of approach for transducer design were 

considérée!,, one using the conmercial semiconductor atraia gage 

elements and the other using solid pieaoresistive cry*talo in 
comprensión or bending. It does not appear that the latter con¬ 

cept tins been con aider ed previously for «oil stréss gage dealgm. 

Several applications of the former concept are being considered 

by other investigators. These will be discussed later:. The 

objective of this evaluation phase is to select the most promising 

directions of approach prior to fabricating and testing my 

specific concepts. 

3. DEFLECTING DIAPHRAGM CONCEPT 

The simplest type of gage that can be envisioned 1« one that 
uses a circular diaphragm clamped at the edges* The presagie on 

the: diaphragm is related, to the output of strain gages mounted on 

the diaphragm. For a flat plate of radius "a" (in.), with a 

uniformly distributed load, w(psl), the strain at the center e 

is given by (Ref 6) 



, 11:1 i jjlll; lil'Uilililli 

1 ...1 !!!'.... 

wh®:re 

V * Pci'i 111001111 » ratio» 

t * thickness. In,, 

Y * faiing * s modulus » pai, 

and w hail h«« taken as positive, and tensile: strains are 

positive. 

Optimum linearity is obtained if the strain on semiconductor 

gages is held to within +IOOO|i in,/in. The gage factor (K) is 

defined by 

K " íçf • (il) 

whir« 
R0 • the nominal resistance,, 

A,R *» the change in resistance because of strain e, 

'Comnercial «emlconductor gagea have gage factors of 100 or higher, 
A, strain of lOOOp in,/in., would, therefore, give a change in 
resistance of 10 percent. 

At any point on, the diaphragm, the radial, strain, is given 
(Rtf 6) by 

P r 
-3w U - i/ 

“7**"“" 
8Yt 

(12) 

where 

r » radial, distance from the center of the diaphragm to 
imy point on the diaphragm. 

The maximum radial strain occurs at the circumference and is 
given, (Ref 6) by 

e 
rmax 

-3a w 
..."“'"T 

A'Yt* "'ll1 lit, %» 

1, (13) 
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fhe chli!*8e in resistance of a gage placed in a ... direction 

will depend upon Its length and its distance fron ehe center of 

the diaphragm, It can be mmn ... Eq (12) that tlie strain 

changea sign» i.e., change« from * terns tie to a compren sive 

strain, m a radial line ia traversed. The total change in 

rea is tame.ï, therefore, will depend upon, whether the gage croases 
the point: of zero «train. 

For a given gage, the resistivity p will be of the form 

P" Pod- it:) * ¢14) 

where 

p 0 «»' nomina 1 res isttvitj, 

R * gage factor. 

Since 

where 
(15) 

t - reaistance of the gage, 

L » length of the ga^a, 

A « cross-sectional area of the gage elemenU, 

the change in resistance of a, radial gage may be, found from 

At 
P0 K£ 
.1T. dr my 

6 ls elv*" hy ^ (l2> a,,d r2' rl are the radial position* 
ot ths end“ of th* ®a®e Cr2 ) rp, For tb» caso «hare tho 
gage la placed as near the edge of the diaphragm as possible, th* 

limita of the .,tegral In Eq (16) become a-L and a, where L I. 

the total length of the gage. If the gege 1* pieced ao that Its 

center coincides with the center of the diaphragm, the Integration 

can bo carried ont between aero and L/2. The total resistance will 

be twic« the ml«« glvtn by this integriittion. 



By substituting Eq (12) into Eq (16) arid integrating» the 

in resistance for 'these two cases can thus be shown to be 

where 

k;1 (a - L) 

J 

K1 * I 

(17) 

(18) 

AI *» change in resistance of gage placed at edge, 

AK « change in resistance of gage placed at center, 
fi# 

Since the gage will 'be in tension at the center of the diaphragm 

and in compression at the edge, the change in resistance will be 

of opposite sign at these two positions. This is an ideal situa¬ 

tion for a bridge application. 

The magnitude of the changes is of interest. From Eq (17) 

and (18) it can be shown that for 

L "* *ç a , (19) 

the magnitude of the resistance change is the same for gages 

centered on the diaphragm and radial gages with one end at the 

edge of the diaphragm. If the gage length is shorter than given 

by Eq (19), the change in resistance at the edge will be greater 

than that at the center;, while for 1 greater than the value given 

by Eq (19), the situation will be reversed. Tims, the optimum, 

placement of the gage will depend upon the length of the gage as 

compared to the radius of the diaphragm. 

If the gage is to be used in a bridge circuit, the ratio of 

the output voltage of the bridge to the input voltage can, be 

made equal to the ratio of resistance change of one arm of the 

bridge to the unstrained resistance if a four-active-am bridge 



is used and adjacent arms, are made to change equally but in the.; 

opposite sense. Thin could l;». accomplished if two gagas werti' 

placed across the center of the diaphragm and two near the «dg«. 

The exact placement of the gages near the edge should b« select«! 

so as to make the total resistance change of the edge-placed 

gages equal to those across the center of the diaphragm.. By 

using Eq (16), an expression for :r2 or tj in terms of the length 

of the gage and the radius of the diaphragm can be derived for 

the condition of equal but opposite reslutance changea fot a 

given gage near the edge of the dink or across the center of the 

disk. This expression, in terms of r2» 1» given by 

r2 -   |i&—Jkll, (20) 

The' equation for the frequency ^ (cps) of the ftindamnanital 

mode of vibration of a clamped circular diaphragm i# ||iw«p, (lef 7) 

by 

11, 
Trr 

£144) V 71,1 - V2) 
where 

(21) 

n if! 
a » radius of diaphragm, in,,, 

g * acceleration, due to gravity, £t/«cc 

7 * weight density, pcf,. 

t * diaphragm thicknessin,, 

Y « Young*s i##«8» pii, 

V » PoIlion1a ratio. 

The equation for the deflection yc (in.) at the center 

clamped diaphragm subjected to a uniform pressure is 

by 

V Mi 
Jr ffl« 

ÍWh 

Lj„Jn . 
16' Y 

where 

pressure on diaphragm,, put, 

radius of diaphragm, in,, 

i - thickness of diaphragm, in, 

w 

a, 



! . M ;|ri 

tile nigua have ibtto a elected ao that for positive pressure, the 
deflection"Will h* positive in the direction produced by the 
pre«iWW«:„» 

Equations (21) und (22) will "be. used to provide the design 
that will satisfy the natural frequency and stiffness specifica¬ 
tions » tespèctlvely, for the gage* 

4, fŒZOlCSISTIVE COMPRESSION ELEMENTS 
In evaluating the possible applications of solid piezo¬ 

resistive elements for measuring one component of compressive 
stress in soil, it 1» convenient to consider a crystal of this 
material in the form of a. rectangular solid with one. face perpen¬ 
dicular to the direction of this stress. The response of this 
piezoresistive element will be affected by the direction of cur¬ 
rant flow unci, the direction of voltage measurement (these need not 
be coincident), the crystal axis orientation, the normal and 
shear «tresses acting on each face, and the piezoresistive coef¬ 
ficient«. The first phase of analysis consists primarily of 
assessing the influence of each of these factors. 

It was immediately determined that if an element were 
selected whose thickness In the direction, of the desired, stress 
was small compared with its other dimensions, l.e., commensurate 
with a disk configuration, then It would not be feasible, to use 
this direction for the current or voltage because the clrcu.it 
resistance would be too low with available piezoresistive 
«¡ater la la. The remaining choices are for the current and voltage 
directions to be perpendicular to the measured .stress direction., 
Further analysis shows that there is no ad van, tinge in making the 
current and voltage perpendicular to each other, hence the 
investigation may be restricted to those cases in, which the 
current and voltage aaces are coincident and perpendicular to the 
direction of normal »tires« to be measured. 

The general case to be analyzed is Illustrated in Figure 2. 
The stress on the element caused, by the desired normal stress in 
the soil Is ï2*. The current I and voltage E are taken in the 1' 
direction. The, orthogonal coordinate system shown (1', 2', 3') 
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.....:...i,... ."il.. li! • 
i"-'l ' Im . 

- ...'i"ii!f'i¡iil!> !• 

Is at an arbitrary orientation with respect to the crystal axes 

«1: the pieioraiiiative material. Other stresses nay be present 

can thii' fact» of the element. 

jlnce Ijj1 » ij' » 0, Eq {<)) may be written as 

£V‘. p0 Jl +^12’T2’ +,ri3"r3' + "iq'T, 

+ irl5’V +,r16'V) • 

» rfi I 

'4 

(23) 

Assim« a normal, force, uniformly distributed, on one, of the ,faces 
of til« disk with negligible bending, of the disk because of the 

applied force. If only the stress Tig' is present, then Eq (23) 

becomes 

V/v -Po ( i + n2'V 

wlMir« 

;A£ 
p,. 

Pn + Ap 

^12^21 

(24) 

(25) 

Equation (25) holds if the changes in, resistance caused by changes 

in volume of the disk are negligible with respect to the change of 

resistance caused by the piezoresistive effect, 

In terms of the piezoresistive constants of the crystal, 

Taw,« I, page 12, gives 

where 

7rll, “ Tl,2 " r44 * 

'»il 

M2 + ("i^i2 

(26) 

Foi, maximum, chan,ge in, resistivity,, ir^1 «mat be maximized. The 

expression for l ha,» extreme value« of 0 and 1/2. The orientation, 

of the crystal for A « 0 is given by Eq (27). 



£ 

!!L* 

m,. 

ï::iu 

Ilr 

0' 

0 

any 
compatabl* 
direction 

(27) 

l.e., the 1 and 1' axes are coincident and 2' and 3’ may have any 
rotation about 1'. 

Fot I « 1/2: 

li ml 

»2 

0*3 

n. 

n» 

il» 

Q i 

41 Jf 

N** I 

7f 
JL 
J.2 Ä- 

0' 

0 

1 

1*®*' the 3 and 3' a*®8 are coincident and the 1’ and 2" ame are 
rotated about: 3 such that the 1» axes is 43 deg from the 1 and 2 ««a 

1 1<ä Case of A " °» Case l> and ^ * 1/2» Casa II. For Case I 

T 

while for Case XI 
12 

1/2 

r 12 

*12 " 4/4 I ^12 + ^11 *" v44 f . 

Representative values of the pleaoreaistlve eoefflelent;« for 
.h- and jp-type s 11,Icon and germanium are: givim in Tal)It jx, 

Table U 

PIE20MS1STIVI COEFFICIENTS 

Material 

n-Silicon 

p-SiIleon 

n-German it»« 

P-Oermanlum 

p (ohm-cm) 

11,7 

7,0 
9.9 

15.0 

-102.0 X Mf12 

7,5 :x, 10*'12 

• 4,7 X 10"12 

• 10.6 X 10*12 

lip 
cm /d:ytw) 

S3.4 X 10“'12 
*1.0 X lO""12 

-5.0 X 10"12 

5,.0^ 10' 42 

.4 « fl^ 

,136.0 * 10"12 

.138.0 ^ ||r 
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... f > » 

for Casií I, tlws only significant iii2 coefficient: Is that of 

n-Jii icon* The optimum orientation for this case would be with 

tlw facts of the disk parallel to the crystal faces ,, giving 
1-12' » 53.,4,, 

lor Case II, for «ach of the four materials may be 
calculated from Eq (30). The results are shown in Table HI, 

Table. Ill 

TRANSVERSE PIEZORESISTIVE COEFFICIENT 

'Material 
0 

W|2 (cm /dyne) 

n*Stliccwi 

p-Silicon. 

n*Germanium 

p-German iuiii 

-1,7.5 at 10*12 

-65,.8 x 10“12 

64.2 x IQ"12 

-52.1 x 10"^2 

TI« orientation for Cane II 1« such, that the plan«» of the disk 
1# (001) and the current Is the [110] direction. According to 
1‘able III the maximum sensitivity is given if p-silicon is "'used, 
although tt-germanium is essentially the same, if dimensional 
changes mr« neglected 

Po 

Young's modulus is, given by 

Y » J dynes/cm2 » 

tilling Eq (25)„ (31), and (32),, Eq (11) becomes 

(31) 

(32) 

K"tf12’'« * (33) 

For p-silicon, Young's modulus, le, approximately 1,7 x 101,2 

dynei/cm in the [ill.] direction,,, Inserting the appropriate 



‘IN.. 

value fro,„ Table III Into Eq (33), the gage factor can,, therefore, 
be shown to be as Urge as -111.9 as compared to gage factors of 
irom 2 Co 5 for conventional wire acal foil gages. 

If a maximum load of 500 psi (3.45 x 107 dynes/cm2) is 
assumed evenly distributed over the face of the disk, the change 

ln resljtiu»e of the disk may he calculated from Eq (11) and (32) 
and can be show, to be, for the case cited, approximately 0.23 per- 
cent. This change in resistance is independent of the size of 
the disk. Using Eq (11), (32), and (33) the change in resistance 
caw be shown to be, In general, given by 

Aft 
K n f m if 

12 l2 * {34) 

Of interest in any gage design are the effects cf transverse 
stresses upon the gage output. For the case where the total 

stress oa the gage may be resolved Into three normal stresses. T,'. 
X'j > and Tj', Eq (23) reduces to 1 

ElVll' “ P0 1 + “l 'T, ' + rr., 'T, ' 
+ "is’b’ (35) 

resistivity change Is therefore the last three term* in 
parentth«sea or1 

At1 
iMIIWIMMIMIH 

7rlii " + '"f J11 + ir.,,1"!, *' 
■A* '«ii/1 iwl im 

For the case under consideration, the effect of T/ má T.* la to 
be minlmiied while iiuiximlasing the effect of T,,/* ™Tt¡il« mi bift 
accomplished by «Intoialng, ' and nn* wlrdle ,»»* 

Jhe primed piezoresistive coefficients were given in Table I 
page 12 . 

Substituting Eq (27) and (28) into the apt 
sioinis gives for Casa I!: 

Le e: 

w 

n 

11 

13 
I 

12 

» f 11 
m 'if 

12 » 
* IT1,* 12 * 
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S inet 1 «'Ciuiil to tt |^<5| * and 7t^ ^ * is gr«ôter than or equal to 

îi‘12* the effects of the la toral a tresses cannot be minimized by 

selecting Che crystal axis orientation as in Case I, 

Stailarly for Gase II 

,!if " + ¾). 

’’o' " 7,12 > <3i>) 

,r12’ " 1/2 I *11 + *12 - *44 I • 

Jo this cuse, it is necessary to examine the magnitude of each of 

the« coefficients for all of che four materiais which, are avail- 

able, namely * n- and p- type silicon and, germanium. Table IV 

gives the value, of the prime coefficient for each of these 

mint,«ríala., It, can bt seen that in no cuse is significantly 

greater than each of the other two coefficients. Once again, 

till,® indie a tea that the effect: of an unwanted stress is approxi- 

wiately equal to that which it is desired to measure. Therefore » 

the effect:: of the unwanted stresses must be elimina tied from the 

hitmant mechanica1ly rather than e1ectric&11y. 

Table IV 

PIEZORESISTIVE COEFFICIENTS 

Material ^11 ' 
7T13' 

(cm2/dyne) 7rl,2, " 

rt-S il icon 

p-Silicon 

n-OermanliM 

p-Otmanium 

-31,1 X 10"12 

72.3 X IQ"12 

-73.9 X 10"L: 

46.5 X 10"1:2 

53.,4 ,x 10"12 

- 1,0 X 1Ö"12 

«* ,5.0 X 10"12 

,5.0 X 10”12 

-17,5 * 10’12 

.. X, 10'12 

+64,,2 X 10"12 

-52,1 X, 10"12 



It is also of interest to consider the effects of shear stresses 
on the output of: the gage. For the case under conslderaticm, that; 
l8p the current;:: und voltage in the l1' direction, shear stresses will 
affect the output by the nr^V, and rr^' coefficients (Eq (23)). 
In Case I, since J;L is equal to 1,, ¿2 and mist be tiro for a cu¬ 

bic crystal, In addition, and n^ are aero. Therefore, for Caíste I, 
a11 three Piezoresistive shear etrees coefficients vanish, for 
Case II, i3»m-j» nr and in, are zero. Therefore, omet again the 

1.^rm »hear stress piezoresistive coefficients vanish. Hence, in 
both cases, shear stresses will have no effect on the output on the 
thin disk element. 

The resistive change of a single strain gage elmumt is usually 
determined by me an« of a bridge circuit of which the strain gage is 
c:h:i6 arm,. For a p-sliieon, atriiin, gage, the change in renia:tance 

... 8tre88 0::f: 50l° P®1 ha61 b*en previoualy ahöwn to be ap:p:l:^lCHlK:imÄt;:,e- 
iy 0.2,,] percent, If used in a bridg« In 'which only om iwii», is ac¬ 
tive, the output voltage will be 0.576 mv/volt applied. If: two auch 
g,agi!a are used as opposite aras of the bridge, the output of the 
bridge will be doubled. 

The maximum sensitivity would, he obtained if two additional 
bridge arms wen«» used who«« resistance changed in ¡he opposite 
sense to the p-silicon »train gages,, this condition, could be ob. 
ta timed if n-silicon wer«, used, for the two additional active um»., 
For the n-type material, the change in resistance under strata is 
approximately two.third,« of chat obtained with the p-typ« material, 
For this case,, the bridge output cam be shown to be more than titre« 
tltae« that which la obtained when only a single «muting «lament is 
WMMl The output voltage would be «bout 2, mv/volt applied. 

5, PIEZORESISTIVE IE«0||| IL,EHEST 

â eaiitilevtr beau arrangement, n«y ai«« be 'Considered j|| « 
possible application, of piezowslativ« «lewmta» The configüiriirtiion 
of auch a element Is Shown in Figure 3, Current in, the 1" dlreo- 

1.ion oniAy is aö"#wi«*d« The ratio of the voltage t'O' the, current tm 
the 1' direction is given on page 31. 
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The ratio of the voltage to the current in the l* direction is 
.given by 

/L 

which gives 

lit" 11 *1 + vv (39) 

P o 
IM If 

11 ll (40) 

Table 1, page 12, gives, and In terme of the plexoreeIs- 

tive coefficients of the crystal mad the direction couine« between 

the crystal axes and the arbitrary primed mm .»elected. Com Idee 

the magnitude of the piezoresistive coefficient,» for the orienta* 

tions used with the thin disk. For Case. 1, ' is equal to íín 

while ît^'1 iai equal to „»ro,. Thus, the output will be iwlependefil: 

of the shear., stras«-;" it will only depend upon the tens ion or com¬ 

preis Ion of the beam. The maximum valu« of tijj from Table II, 

page 25, Is found to be that, of «»silicon. The beam such mb isbowrt 

night be fabricated by electrically isolating the upper and lower 

halves of the beam, using the sinne, materiale for each half. Since 

the upper half of the, beam is in tenslerm, «id the lower half Is 

in compression, the two halves of the beam, wow,Id, change resistance 

in opposite directions. Each half could he used, a» one arm of a 

bridge. The entire beam, would then constitute 'two «inn® of" ii bridgii. 

For Case H, 71-^' i» mowero while vaiiislhei* so for 

this case also the beam will not respond to the ,shear stress,) Th«, 

coefficient ir^" in this case will again be givim, by äq (Ml) «id 

its magnitude will be the same as given in Table III, peg« I6„ 

Case 1 corresponds to aligning the, crystal, #o that the foad- 

log is parallel to one of the crystal nuce,»,, For this case,, tiha 

maxi,mum, effect occurs in n-type silicon. For each of the otlhittir 

three »emic endue tor materials, the maximum 1,,, :»ig:i,tud Inal «oel^ici«^ 

vll" occura Ä]L»n« » mil direction. It ti,, th«rtfoM„, o,¡j$ lièrent, 

to determine the magnitude; of this ccNiafflcient; for tihíi liiiiftfeer ori,- 

entation and also the magnitude of the »hear stress eoeffix!lent. 



for tin«! eins« of the 1' axis oriented in the [11,1] direction 

of t'ht crystal, the direct ion cosines for this transformation are 

given by 

il ml nl 

(41) 

3 

If these direction cosines are substituted into the expression for 

, It ii found that this coefficient does not vanish, but is 

equal to 

(42) 

The magnitude of this coefficient can be appreciable. The 

total effect which the shear stress would have upon, the output 

would depend upon the relative magnitude of the shear stress as 

compared to the longitudinal stress. For n-type germanium and 

p-type Silicon,, the magnitude of the shear stress piezoresistive 

coefficient is approximately one-half of the longitudinal coeffi¬ 

cient while in p-type germanium the magnitude of is greater 

than the lut.gitudianl piezoresistive coefficient. 

The normal stress varies linearly with the distance from the 

end of the beam and the distance from the neutral axis. First con¬ 

sider only a simple case where the semiconducting material is a 

thin layer on both sides of a thicker substrate. A side view of 

the beam 1» given in Figure 4. For this case, the stress across 

the thickness of the film can be assumed constant. The variation 

of the: stress will then be along the length of the beam. The un¬ 

stressed reslatance of either layer is given by Eq (15), The re¬ 

sistivity along the length of the beam is given by 

P * Prt + Ap 
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but 

Ä|t 
(44) 

tbffisfor«'», 

P - Po (1 +lrii"rl') • (45) 

Th* atires» ia « linear function of the distance from the sup¬ 

port be lag zero at the free end of the beam and inaxlnium at the fixed 

end, The atress Is given by 

Then 

»MIX 

P Po 1 4* 71' 

11 T max. 

The total resistance is given by 

(46) 

(47) 

“ ï p(x) dx (48) 

Substituting Eq (47) into Eq (48) and integrating, gives the total 
resistance 

I 1 +7TT11'Traax] . (49) 

The change in resistance is, therefore, given by 

t;-7 7rlirIMx • (50) 

For a, cuntí lever beam, 

Traax ” * (51) 
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where 

F » applied force, 

L » length of beam, 

t « thicknees of the beam, 

lb - width of the beam. 

in terras of the dimension« of the beam and the applied force, 

maximum stress is, therefore, given by 

max 6 

from which 

AR 
r 
o 

"> 3 TT 11 

FL 
—**jr 

bt¿ 

FL 
bl^ 

the 

(52) 

(53) 

lie exact value of AR/RQ would depend upon the gage design. The 

fracture stresa of silicon and germanium is about 3 x 10J dynes/«2, 

18 U"ltln8 Btresa wouU also have to be taken into consideration 
in the design of it practical gage, 

For the case where the entire beam is piesoreaistive, the anal¬ 

ysis becomes more complicated. The stress in the beam shown in 

Figure 3 will be a function of both the x and y positions' and re¬ 

sistivity is a function of the stress, hence 

p - f (x, y) . 

The resistance of the upp.r or lower half of the beam will, thcre- 

lore, recuire a double Integration and will be given, for the upper 
half of the b«!;«,, by 

»u 
•'iL I 

m 
■Ä 

.. U PX»,# 

(55) 

line integral in th« denominator rapnaemfi para,!!«'!. smiMatlcm of fh 

rerljitance of length dx and thickness dy over the half chickpea», of 

.1,111   * The lnt®8ral in miner ato*’ then reipriaentsi uétlm «pmi 
«t.Io« or th« resulting, elementa of thickness dy and lateral dimen- 

a Ion» b by t/2 over the length of the beam,, 
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Th« resistivity is give:« by Eq (45) in which T-,1 is given by 

T „ 111 :« 
Ai 

* « 41,11.11100 from the free end of the beam 

y * distance from, the neutral aids.. 

Substituting fiq (,56) into Eq (45) and the result into Eq (55) gives 

12F . v,w ■"“•Sr XV ,, ..J I J 
bt 

(56) 

R. 

i 

-F / J "T7T 

• / 
o 

dx 

Prt 

ay 
1W. 

bt’" 
y 11 

(57) 

Carrying out the integration with respect to y gives 

F 7T 11 |P© 
ST““... 

h 

/ 
In 1 - 

"X ¿X 
WT 1,1 tx; 

bt T 

¢58) 

The result of this integration is an inflaite serie# und is given 

by 

r 

* d* 
m 

-u WTTT- I 
(2n - 1) In 1 

6F irn' L 

Hu btf 

n, 

11 n*I„ 
n * » » 

(59) 

The resistance given by Eq (59) is that of the upper half of 

the beam. For the lower half o* the bean,, which is in, compression, 

an analogous expression can "be derived. This resistance is 

p0t: 
JHr 1,1 

« (2n - 1) 
iÇ' ^ "Mll 

n-l 

In, 1 + 
6F ir 1.1 

bt- 

n 
(60) 

n, ni 
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In, either ease, the resistance Is of the for» 

E 

where 

J i ln (1 + <i) .i (1 + ®) J ^ + i (61) 

J * ..I 
IIHt 

and 

11 

6P IT 
o 

bt 

11 
r 

If j a|< 1 the logarithmic terms may be expanded in a power series 

in a. "Neglecting all but the first and second order tetnui gives 

I, a J [ a + jj* at j , 

which may be written as 

(62) 

R « - 

This is of the form 

2 poL 

EF" 1 + 
6f IT 11 MM*.« 

4b t" 
(63) 

R « R„ 1 + 

Therefore, 

(64) 

If ■ ±7 ni'liÿ} J ;;';í¡!i i (65) 

The approximation given by Eq (65) is In terror by leaf than, 1.5'per¬ 

cent for values of a of up to 0,5. A comparison of Eq (65) with 

Eq (53) shows that for the san© size beam! eleiient and loading the 

sensitivity Is halved by imaklng the entire b««m out of th« fíeio- 

resistive material, IMi «¡itmatlon occurs b-ecane« the raiateiriitl in 

the entire beam it stressed at an average of ont' half the of 

the material at the outer surfaces and because the cr osai « sed t!iqni|i 

area does not influence the Al/I term,. 
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6, OTHIl FIEZOWÏÏISTIVB (SAGE DEVELOPMENTS 

, it ilImï beginning oí: thle study an inquiry was made to deter* 
ni»*: whut othftr orgeniaatioa® might have developed or might be de- 
veloping foil «treat gages using piezoresistive transducers. Three 
organizatitmt wire Hound to ba experimenting with gages involving 
ib «il concilie tor a t raim e l «ment s : 

1* ßric H* 'Wan® Civil, Engineering Research Facility 

(formerly culled Air Force Shock Tube Laboratory), 

Albuquerque„ New Mexico, operated by the University 

of New Mexico (UNM), 

2, Nuclear Weapons Effect® Division, 1J, S. Army 

Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES), 

Vicksburg, Mississippi (Ref 8). 

3, Department of Civil Engineering, Columbia 

University, New fork, New York (Ref 9). 

^ The TOM gage is illustrated in Figure 5. The exact details 

of the gage con ¡it ruction were not available, but the essential 

features are represented. The gage was designed for a stress 

range of 0 to 1.500 p»:l. It:a sensing element is a solid column 

isolated from, lateral pressure« by am air gap. Two semiconductor 

»triiin gages are aligned ... on. the outside of the column,. 

Each gage has a p- and n-sílicon element so that: a full bridge can 

be obtained by measuring only the vertical, strain in the column 

when, the column Is. subjected to soil pressures on the exposed end. 

It« gage is extremely at.. and hm a thickness-diameter ratio of" 

1.33l It was hoped that by making the sensing area only a portion 

of the total area ..lately 30 percent) separated by a" gup, 

that: the tendency for overregistration of the gage in a0ll would 

be reduced or eliminated. 

Tht WES and Colt.ibis University gag«« were similar in con¬ 

cept. Both, utilized piezoresistive strain gage» mounted on a stiff 

diaphragm that was in con,tact with the soil. These gages are 

Illustrated In Figure.» 6 and 7., 
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Figure Ik Schematic of WES Soil Stress Gage 
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Tli« WES ginge (Figure 6) lias, two active diaphragms of equal 

.t<lf®«sa. A, in AI IbrTdjjf is obtained by placing the semiconductor1 

«ittpfllts both, in, the oimter and it the edgis of each dlaphragiu* Tlie 

.aptatpis ar« machintd from, stainless steal. An, epoxy rim is add¬ 

ed to match tine bulk density of the gage to that of the soil and 

to provide the required thickness-diameter ratio. A specially con. 

structh'fld hen»tic £¢64-1,through, is used to isolate the sag® interior 

from pora pressures in the soil, 

Tlie thickness-diameter ratio of this gage is 0,11,3, the bulk 

danaity is 100 pef, the diameter-deflection ratio of each diaphragm 

ii,t 500 pal is estimated to be around 5600,, the natural frequency 

of the diaphragm is 40,0001 cps und the design pressure range is 0 
.. 300 psi. 

An, «valuation of the sensitivity of the WES gage to accelera¬ 

tion was made by mounting it on a drop cable. These tests showed 

that ior levels up to about 90 g the acceleration sensitivity was 

extremely small, approximately 0,04 psi/g. In spite of the full 

bridge circuit the gage wat still found to be fairly temperature 

sensitives (approximately 1 psi/°F), This is not considered to be 

a serious limitation for most soil, applications, however. Tests 

in, soil indicated that the gage overregistered by 10 to 30 percent. 

The Columbia University gage has a thickness-diameter ratio 

of about O'.25 and the natural frequency is estimated to be 15,000 cps 

The stress range for which the gage was designed was apparently 

a,bout 0 to 100 psi. The gage had, only one active diaphragm. A pair 

of p- and n*silicon semiconductor strain elements were used to pro¬ 

vide a temperature compensated half-bridge circuit. The gages were 

calibrated in soil under static stress and these calibrations used 

to predict the stresses produced by subsequent dynamic loading. 

4,2 



SECTION V 

GAGE DEVELOPMENT 

Ail of the concepta analysed in Section IV arc theoretically 

feasible. In order to assess the practical advantages and liraitâ¬ 

tions of each approach, including problem in fabrication, gages 

embodying each concept were designed and constructed for testing 

under hydrostatic pressure and in soil. The gage specifications 

on page 16 were used as a guide during this development phase, 

although these criteria wer« not always adhered to when they did 

not have 11 material effect on evaluation of the basic concept®. 

It was determined from correspondence with manufacturers of 

piezoresistive materials that considerable effort would be re¬ 

quired to obtain the necessary compression and bending elements 

ior two of: the gage concepts. These elements wer« not available 

as off-the-shelf items und there remained many problem« in fabri¬ 

cation of the sensing elements. Therefore initial effort« were 

devoted to the diaphragm while the problem® with the other trana- 

dueera were being resolved. 

1. CALIBRATION METHODS 

Two methods of calibration were used for experimental «valu- 

at.^on ot tlSie str®8® 8%®«* On« provided a uniform hydrostatic 

pi es sur ei across both taces of the gage. The other provided a 

uniform stress field in confined samples of »and. 

The apparatus for hydrostatic calibration is shown 1» Figure ». 

The gage was mounted inside a »pacer ring of llemtiCnl thick»«« 

so that the gage would he free floating between two rubber dia¬ 

phragms. The two chambers were filled with water at room temper¬ 

ature to provide a constant temperature environment. Air pras- 

sure from «ero to 300 ptl wa« applied to the water in both cham¬ 

bers simultaneously, 
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Figure 8, Hydrattatic Calibration Apparatus 
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The »oil calibration chamber is illustrated in Figure 9, 

It is a prea.su.re vessel 16 in. In diameter by 36 In, deep with 

3 In, thick, flat plates on each end. Air pressure up to 500 psi 

was applied through a rubber membrane to the soil surface., which 

was Hush, with the top of the vessel, The gages were placed at 

a depth of 3 to 4 in. and, sufficiently far from the sides of the 

vessel to avoid the influence of friction between the soil and 

the walls. Only dry sand was used in these tests. The sand fill¬ 

ing the bottom 30 in, of the vessel mz vibrated to make it as 
dense as possible and minimize consolidation under pressure, 

Additional sand was added by raining techniques to the depth cor¬ 

responding to that, at which, the gages were to be placed, The 

gages were then seated by pressing them carefully into the sand, 

lhe remaining sand was added and made flush with the top of the 
vessel, 

A hypothetical response curve is shown in Figure 10, The 

parameters used to characterize this curve are illustrated, The 

nominal modulus^or calibration constant is defined as the ratio 

of output voltage change from zero to the maximum applied pressure 

divided by this pressure change when one volt is applied to the 

bridge, Additional moduli were defined as the «lope of the line 

between zero and the measured output at three-fourths of the 

oiaximuin pressure, These values are approximately representative 

of the average modulus over the entire range of pressure. The 

nonlinearity during loading and unloading is expressed as the 

ratio in percent of the maximum deviation of voltage over tlie 

full, range in pressure. The hysteresis is represented as a. ratio 

In percent of the m«xlin.um voltage deviation between the 1,ceding 

and unloading curves to the total change in voltage over the 

full range in pressure, 

2. DIAPHRAGM GAGE 

Although concurrent efforts' were underway by other investi¬ 
gators with the deflecting diaphragm gage discussed in Section !?„ 

samples of these gages were not available for evaluation by IITRI, 
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Figure '9. Soli Callbrttlon Apparatus 
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Tbl» concept wae believed to have sufficient promise that its 

«valuation was considered an essential part of this study, 

A diaphragm gage is the least complicated of the several, 

gage typen that are being considered for use In the measurement 

of »oll stress, During the period when gage design concepts 

wtre being considered, Information concerning the WES diaphragm 

gage was received Including, Its dimension® and performance char¬ 

acter is tics . Since 1ITEI concurred with the de,sign criteria used 

for the WES .gage It was decided to Initially fabricate a gage 

hiving, the same basic dimensions. 

The first gage designed. Is Illustrated In Figure 11 except 

that the Inside case diameter was 0,75 In, It consists of two 

parts, a body end a cover, both machined from type 416 stainless 

steel. The hollowed Interior of the body l,s 0,75 in. in diameter 

and 0,075 in. deep, 'When the gage le assembled, deflecting dia¬ 

phragms 0,75 in. In diameter and 0,.075 In, thick are provided In 

the center of each face. The overall gage diameter Is 2 In, and 

the overall thickness is 0,225 in. Four-conductor shielded cable* 

was used with this and the other gages fabricated in this study, 

The overall diameter of the cable is 0,11 in, A slot wa® cut in 

the body of the gag« to receive the cable. Since initial stage» 

of evaluation were to be made in dry sand under etatic load, no 

rd:tempt was made to waterproof the gage or to match its density 

to that of the soil. These criteria were to be net in the final 

design, however, 

A four-arm diffused silicon strain, gage** (Figure 1.2) was 

used with this first gage. The strain gage was 0.060 in, long by 

0,,020 in. wide. The menu!eetttrer'® literature Indicated that it 

was designed for use with deflecting diaphragm,« „ The nominal 

gage factor was 12,0 with each arm having a resistance of 1000 ohms, 

It seemed to be a logical choice for providing a full balanced 

* Endevco Model 292:0-33 shielded cable 

** Micro Systems Inc, Type ISP4, 
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bridge with complete température compensation, The strain gage 

was mounted with epoxy at the center of tin* cover diaphragm, 

This provides only one active diaphragm, a situation which may 

have »one advantages near boundaries in the soil. The strain 

gage could have been, placed on the body instead of the cover, 

but for the preliminary Investigation the cover wait more, conven¬ 

ient , 

Initial teste with this gage showed that the sensitivity 

was much lower than expected and not satisfactory, Also unex¬ 

pectedly there was a large Initial bridge unbalance and the gage 

appeared to be quite temperature sensitive, It was subsequently 

determined that, the arms of the bridge were consider ably differ¬ 

ent in resistance after the »train, gag« was mounted on the dia¬ 

phragm , 

In order to improve sensitivity the diameter of the recess 

in the gage body was increased from 0,,75 in, to 1.0 in* (Figure 1,1) 

The physical characteristics of this gag,«,, designated Model 1, are 

listed In Table V. The gage thickness-diameter ratio it 0.,1:11, 

the ratio of sensing area to total are* Í* 0.25, the density is 

450 pci, and, the diaphragm, diameter-deflection ratio is 2,370. 

The latter was reduced from ,5600 when the diaphragm, was increased 

In diameter from 0.75 to 1.Ö in, 

The hydrostatic calibration of the gage with, this modifica¬ 

tion is shown in Figure 13. There Is a large initial, unbalance 

because of the change, in resistance of the arras during 'mounting 

of the strain gage. There was no hyst«»!« in the load cycle 

from acero to 500 psi and back to acero a,gain, und the curve was 

repeatable;; however, there was 3.6 percent, niOnlineariity, "The 

calibration values are given in Table VI, 

One of the four bridge arms was fowni i# fee liguijficiaiitly 

out of balance with the other three arms,, This arm, was diseoim- 

nected and replaced with a fixed balancing resistor, leaving, 

three active arms. The sensitivity was greatiy Improved (Fig¬ 

ure 14, Table VI), The nonlinearity w«a nesiiinitially wiinebângied,, 

however., 
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The gíijg® with, three active arms was then, embedded in sand 

in the pressure vessel at a depth of approximately 3-1/2 in. 

A character is tic response: curve for one load cycle in the range 

fro« 0 to 400 pad. is shown in Figure 15. The nonlinearity and 

hysteresis were significant, about 10 percent for the former in 

the load, portion and, 13 percent for the latter (Table VI). This 

suggests that the diaphragm might not be stiff enough. The regis¬ 

tration, ratio for this gage (calibration in soil divided by cali¬ 

bration under hydrostatic pressure) ranged from 0.95 to 0.97, 

hence the gage indicated very closely the applied stress in the 

soil. 

Host of the difficulties appeared to be associated with the 

semiconductor strain gage used with Model I. An additional de¬ 

flecting diaphragm gage, Hödel 1A, was therefore fabricated. 

The original gage design with a 0,75 in. diameter diaphragm was 

used (Figure 16). This gage utilized dual, element epitaxial, 

sensors'* whose resistance was 1000 ohms and whose gage factor 

was 100,. Two such elements were connected across the center of 

the diaphragm while two were aligned along a radial line near the 

edge of the diaphragm,, Based upon the theoretical considerations 

given in Section IV 3, it was found that the compressive strain 

to which the edge-located sensors were subjected, should be approx¬ 

imately equal to the tensile strain to which the gages at the 

canter of the gage would be subjected,. 

The physical characteristics of this gage are given in 

Table "?, page 52. The thickness-díiuneter ratio was 0.112, the 

area ratio was 0.14, the density was 460 pcf and the diaphragm 

diameter-deflection ratio was 5600, 

The hydrostatic calibration curve for gage 1A is shown In 

Figure 17, The response la linear during loading, but shows some 

hysteresis and nonlinearity upon unloading, about 3,7 percent 

(Table VI, page 54),. The reason for this hysteresis has not been. 

* GE Type 4811306 R1000. 
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F t gu ire 17. Hydrostatic Calibration of Model 1A Diaphragm Gage 



datemlfiftd* The calibration, curv« is reproducible. The magni¬ 

tude of the bridge cwitpht wee not a,» large aa calculated » Sub¬ 

sequent ini^Éigátlon showed, that the strain, gage* near the edge 

of the diaphragiB, were not changing ns mmh as they s'hould have, 
apparently they were not In the, precis# position intended,, 

The re,attli s of the teste In, soil for gage IA are suaraarieed 

In Table ¥1* A typical curve is shown in Figure 18, The response 

upon loading mm quite linear. The nonlinearity upon unloading 

was «bout 5 percent and the hysteresis slightly less. The ratio 

of calibration in soil to calibration under hydrostatic pressure 

ranged from 0,92 to 1,17, hence showing a tendency to overregister 

on the average of about 10 percent (Table ¥1). The behavior ex¬ 

hibited by this gig« in soil suggests that, diaphragm-type gage« 

can work In soil if properly designed, 

3, BEAM GAGE 

The next, concept considered was a simply supported, beam de¬ 

sign, which Is hailed upon theoretical considérât,ions given in 

Secti,on 1,V 5, The drawing for this gage, (Model III) is shown in. 

Figure 1,9. The physical features of this gage are given, in 

Table V, page 52. The overall thickness, and diameter are approx¬ 

imately the aarna as those for Model IA, As indicated In, Figure 19, 

the beam is placed in the cavity of the body and is confined «o 
as to restrict it» motion to only aeveiral thousandths of an inch 

In any direction, except by bending, the beam is loaded, by a 

'knife edge at the middle, Which Is attiached to the center of the 

cover. The »tifftwnfis of Model III if probably less than that: of 

Model, IA since the be,am, probably doe« not compensate for the re¬ 

duced thickness, of the diaphragm. 

Initially, It was plsnmid to fabricate the be,am completely 

of silicon, It was decided, however, to make Initial dhecka u,«- 

ing comercial plexor«»istive strain gages bonded to a istneel beam, 

because of fabrication problems encountered with the solid, piexo- 

re sis live elementii. Two such gage® were placed on the top of the 

beam, and tt» at the bottom,. In operation,, the upper istraln, gag«» 
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won Id be subjected to compre® 61 ve «train while the botton (»train 
gage» would be subjected to ,a ten*lie »train,. The connactlcm of 

four «trail ges •a bridge would give am output directly 
proportional to "the percentage change In reBistanci. 'T!he 'knife 
edge was ground to such a height: »0 a» to make «light com,tact 
with, the beam when the cover and case were assembled. 

The commercial «train gages selected ... be used with the 
beaiii »age were four »lirigle-eleiaent, siliconti-hacked* epitaxial 
strain eensors,,* The reisiistance of each element: was 1,000 otas 
and the nominal gage factor was 100. it was decided ¡to a,ttempt 
to solder these gag,es in, place an it was felt: this might; lead to 
a more «©cur® bond fluid elim,Amate some probi,#11111 of laduced itirmiiim 
in, the element. Tins beam was fir at tinned with tin, gold solder. 
Tlhi« wai done selectiwely to preven,t t'lnniing tibe ama, laiiiidirr itlhie 
kntf'e edge », and tO' prevent my solder from irunming onto itlho#« 
area® of the beam that reatad on tlhe supports 1.« the case. Solder 
at these location# was «indésirable since smoothness "would be needed 
to anaure linearity in the performance of the gage. 

The solder used in assembly was a eutectic mixture of gold 
ant! tin. This solder 'was roconmimded by the mamufacttitr«nr of ifcilie 
strain «o« sor,a for «xtiiii Jewels between, 500 ani WOO »1« roa ¡train. 
Each of: the four s.ans.oi:« was fastened the sum# dittanèè from, itihe 
center of the be,mi,,, ttu«* the ,»tírala to ¡wbidh »«in, lelwient; vim 
s¡u;bjecfind, thoii:J,d be equal,, Kowewer* one strain ¡gi^^ bic-ame daiti- 

agtd ln ÄiSKiMb'ly so the fabricated gage, used for litbliittioitt of the 
concept had only thro* active arms. An «aciteirirwi,!, ¡balameijtjg; ire,¢:1,stor 
vm waed in the ¡bridge in, place of the mlaalng itctlwe ti»», 

TfiMHi result« of the hydroatatlc calibration are given In, 
Figure 20,* On, the first cycle the rewponsa was raai0f4l|jiy 
up to dborat ;150' pis:!,,. A# the ¡»«»¡siure inerenninpid, above pi jwlji 

the rate of change in voltage output dec reatad rapidly. Unload 
response waa rea*on,ably linear down to 150 pal, "There 

* Oil Typ« AB»® R,10ÖO. 
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...... hysteresis I» the first cycle. Sell:.. insu... 
tí on 1):111: 1:::::)11:: gage showed that this response was caused by iintllei::: ii:a  

tioti   Ill: the beam by the knife edge caused by high street! coni:en** 
trat ion® under load. 

Oo the third Id.ad cycle.„ about 30 psi was required before 
significant response occurred,, indicating that: this much pressure 

■was required for the knife edge to make contact with the, Indenta¬ 

tion. At higher ..asures the response was linear with little 

'hysteresis, 

The behavior of this gage in, soil is shown, in Figure 2,1. 

There was no output: change from 0 to 50 pit, however, response! 
was linear during increase in stress above 50 pal. Unloading 
was approximately linear, but: with a, different sensitivity, The 
registration ratio wain 0,.81, indicating a 19 percent: under regia. 
trat: ion, 

4. COMPRESSION GAGE 

A, gage (Model II) using the transverse pieteiBieiiftiwœ «¡0- 
efficients, described in Section If 4 for ait, element In direct 
compression, wm designed «id ... figure ,22 shows the 
dimensions of the gage case. The physical oharacterliistics are 
given in Table "V, page 52 ., The overall chlckneas-,diameter ratio 
was 0.112, the sensing area ratio was 0.:14,, the demlty wm about 
4ISIS pcf and the stiffness much higher than that of the other ... 

6:1,:00e no comtnerc111 transducar* wcImg fcllhe tBanpiyftic»» p!l»«n- 
resistive effect were available, lit warns necessary that they be 
constructed at; IITKX, Single crystal is111 com rod, was ordered for 
1::11),.,0 pitrpo««,, Bile rod i,a oriented with,, tlm* 111¾ ,id;ii»cti,wi, aHios« 
the! rod, axis,. The gap! áeisign. shown in ¡F:%tn» ,2,2 alio», flou: ithßc- 
tangular ¡slices oí sil.icon to be ¡placed bwituwiea ifia it,op ¡¡plyaitwi and 
the raSaed circular pewit In utliie center of itthA ipigie Ibodgr* the 
dlmentions of the post allctwel for a, sensor wliitlSh. of approKilmatelly 
0,.04 in. and 11 lleingth of ¡appiroxllmat'elly 0,,lie im,* jpour « 0,:000 Tin, 

thick slice if this sillcnn with, fill#, croa a* sat itlanal ana indicataá, 
tile resistance of the „iiueiiislipg elemeit iweiald Sit .flpipriOKiiiiiiipifeSIjir 
3000 li'lans,. 
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In order that a properly oriented silicon sensor be cut 

from tibe tod, it was ntcessary to precisely locate the crystal 

««* In the ailleon rod. The equations' show that optimum sensi¬ 

tivity is obtained If the sides of the rectangular parallelepipeds 

usèd are parallel to the faces of the silicon crystal. The pro¬ 

cedure used to obtain the sensing element® was as follows: X-ray 

crystallo'graphic measurements' were made of the rod In order to 

locate the crystal «•». The rod was mounted In an X-ray fixture 

that; is capable of being adjusted in three orthogonal directions. 

X-ray photograph* were taken and the orientation of the rod ad¬ 

justed until the (100) face of the crystal was In a vertical 

direction. The [100] axis was then parallel to the base of the 

fixture, A diamond »aw was used to slice the rod in the vertical 

direction. For aiigiMient purposes, a horizontal slice was made 

in the exposed face. An additional vertical slice removed a 

«mall portion of the. rod. A thicker slice, was made in the rod 

and a specimen obtained that had a thickness, after lapping, of 

0,042 In, with an axis orientation line on the surface. 

The section of the rod thus obtained was affixed to a glass 

slide mounted on a lapping block. Cuts parallel to the orienta¬ 

tion line were then made 0,160 in, apart, The resulting rectangu¬ 

lar slices were mounted between two pieces of slide glass on a 

second steel, block, Additional slicing was performed to obtain 

the required rectangular parallelepiped. The resulting pieces 

were lapped to their final size of 0.016 in, by 0,042 in, by 

0.013 in. 

The original gage design called for ®lices that were 0,006 in. 

thick. It was found to be very difficult to lap to this «mill 

thickness ; therefore,, the thickness of the slices was increased 

to approximately 0,013 in. 

Electrode«, were required on each end, of each of the slices 

in order to allow leads to be attached. It was found rather dif¬ 

ficult to place these electrodes,. Initial attempts were made to 



deposit gold films.. the ends of the specimens. Conventional 

cleaning techniques were apparently unsuccessful in removing all 

of the grease from the surface of the silicon, the result was 

that: the gold films were found to peel away from, title silicon, when 

removed from the vacuum chamber. Successful contact was finally 

achieved by wetting the ends of the pieces of silicon with indium 

by 'means of an ulti asonlc soldering gun. Gold wire connections 

were then, made to the indium. 

The gage case itself was machined to have a surface smooth* 

ness of 0,5 microns. A one micron film of sodium monoxide was 

applied to those surfaces of the .gage came that would be in con¬ 

tact with the silicon chips, so as to provide insulation between 

the silicon and the metallic crise. Epoxy was then placed on the 

gage body and the silicon chips appropriately located. Two of 

the chipa were placed on the circular posts and subjected to 

loading from, the diaphragm. An additional two were placed in 

recesses so as mot to be subjected to any strain, when theigage 

was placed under pressure. These two unit ruined, element* "Mice 
to act a,a temperature compensating, arma and not change in resis¬ 

tance at all is a result of the applied «train. The.: four ele¬ 

ments were connected in a four-arm "bridge. 

Considerable effort was devoted to the development of tech¬ 

niques for fabricating a suitable gage using this direct compres¬ 

sion concept. The, results were not successful. Response in soil 

and; under hydrostatic pressure was erratic. An «txampla is given 

in Figure 23. Much of the difficulty probably lies in ti» devel¬ 

opment of stress concent rat I,on® at, the contact surfaces between 

the pieeoresistive: elements and gage case. In addition, flit* 

properties of the .piezoresistive elements were changed lb| the 
method of connecting the lead«. This, may have caused the hys¬ 

térésis • 

A load test: of a .»ingle: piezoresistive element in direct 

comp ros» loti, was macla to evaluate it» response characteristics.. 

The element win Identical, to those used for the arms of the 





direct comp resstet gag»; « The eleBient was placed in a testing 

machine between two ]p|*tens and cushioned by t«flon sheets, Thu!:: 

element fractured at a 132/-lb load. Based on the site of che 

element, tfal.s load repte®eitits an, average sires« lit excess of 

00 P8i* ,rhli in, Figure 24 show that the direct colli¬ 
sion concept: can. work, 

ir> f1' ¿, i, 

P" 

5, ÜNIM GAGE 

The physical characteristics of the IUM gage are, given, in, 

Table V, page ,52, The thicknee,«-diameter ratio wa,« 1.33,, the 

sensing area ratio was 01.31, the density was about 91 pel:, and 

the b it 1 ftne a,« very high. 

Its reapon,ae under hydrostatic pressure 'was linear and re¬ 

producible with no hysteresis (Figure ,25),, Th« gag« was also 

tested in soil.1 with the sensing element placed, upward about 3 in. 

irom the soil, surface, Although the nonlinearity and, hysteresis 

were mot, generally large (Figure 26), the calibration, constants 

varied over a, wide range (fable VI, page ,54),. For three separate 

placements the regí, a trat; ion ration varied fr«, 0,98 to 1,54,, much 

larger than for any of the other gages tested. It appears that 

the gage, in general, overregisters by n significant amount and 

Is sensitive to placement. Thl® is consistent with the theories 

ou e]*'-:*:ect Adverse gage thickness-diameter ratio, i»e., greater 

than, 1, The: small nonlinearity end hysteresis Is probably attrl- 

butecl to the very high stiffness of the gage,. 
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SiCTIOlil VI 

FEHL DESIGN 

1.. CONSIDERATIONS 

The results of the ..wry gage investi.gâtions dis cum Bed 
in Section V are istiaiiarizcsid by Figure 27 and in Tab!,«« V and fl, 
pinge» 52 and 54, On the ben is of these results, the deflecting 
diaphragm concept appears to be the a®#it promising of those in," 
veatigated. Ab Model IA «bowed:(l this concept can, provide a re,«- 
oTiab]y linear response: in soil with satisfactory sensitivity and 
a reasonable indication, of the correct: stress* Model 1,,, although 
the same as Model IA except for di.aphwigm diu«ter* ««» consider" 
a'hi'.' inferior to the latter In, linearity and hysteresis. Thi# 
«nay be attributed directly to the difference in diaphragm stiff- 
me«« between the two. Weither gage 1* close in density to that 

of «oil so further modification would be required for satisfactory 
dynamic response. 

The bciiit, gage,, Model III, developed coitsiderabii« Ibystereaij 
probably ,« a, result of local yielding at the contact peints be- 

twmn tlle hñma eleinent and 'the knife edge or supports. This 
could, be eliminated, for the stress range under censldaratlom,, 
by a larger contact area, However, the gage was elaborate and 
Iteoee difficult to machine. The fj equency response dharacterls» 
tics under dynamic „¡load is also difficult to predi«,, ,,411 factors 

... t:he:re «PP«'«« to b,e no offsetting advantage l| thia 
concept: over the much simpler deflecting diaphragm concept. Coit* 
sidération of a gage using « ¡«>««1 composed of a solid pieiioresle* 
tive material, does not appear wortliwhUt mt the present. 

Thi UNM gage does not provide the most satisfactory result,:;. 
AI though linearity and Ihysteresl,,* are similar to thm* of ifcü 
diaphragm gage model là,, the..tuée of tmpmw of the MM 
gai r vnrit®, widely in soil,» The strong tendency too ovarraglsttmr 

má thl® ia;ppari#in*: hi®h ««nsitivity to p lac Ment may be attributed 
to th® lAr*e ... ratio. The fact toban: «hu gage i», 



Figure 21» ¡SitMiiry of Cege ieeponw« im Soli 



®I" Ü-ttMií! 'V'er)?11 lïiiti t:l: Win® 11:11::1:11::1111:111:,1:1.1 if 1::11:::111^10111:1,1::1111,111¾ llpj; 

lEâl.nlJili Unem tr : hv U‘ ft n a rrnm&mU. mg.. 

Il-'ü-'OreI1 leal.Ij tlii'ie i'l I rect roiatpn1 mimU mu * I eneat gage :i 1 a 
tijouiici concept::, rt: will ptm- eft- & .. euti; -a,-,- ¿rk ¢1:1::1:::111:::1,(::litt 

... However,there ramalo a mæuber of fabric,atiom jirtíb* 
1, emi to be resolved. Although the greatest percentage ®I: :irlie 4e* 
velopBient effort in this «tudy waa devoted to this conceint, no 
successful gages were achieved, 'Therefore* tliii: concept could 
not be considerad as a candidate for the hardware delivery re¬ 
quirement on die present study. If the feasibility of till* ap. 
proach is to be lolly evaluated,, ccm-siiderably more raseardli. will, 
be necessary. 

2, »ES€li:PTI,ON Of CACE 

,For the final gage design, modification of Model 1A mma 
selected as the moist is,att®factory ajpipinmaeli of those investigated. 
Although performance character!«tic« mi 1A were acceptable under 
static load,,, a number of modlf teat tona wer« still desired, Itieoe 
were: 1) * ... ... of gs^ge density to «oil, density; ,2) a 
,g n-a ter «tio of dt.aphragm «reí® 1:0 total area:; 3;) increased sexisi- 
tlvity through improvement la, strain «¡11««: arrangement; and, 4) a 
method, of waterproofing the gage. The gage, illustrated in Pli¬ 
ure 28, i® designated Model IB. 

11 was originally ¡planned, to replace part of ithe #11:1:111:11 11101:--1, 
tlo'im of the steel case by a, plastic ting to provide idiei,i«:t% 

matching withoiuit reducing th* overall ítlhiclniess«diameiter 'Wiatlio-, 
'Tliiis win« the method used in the 'fil gau» -design, llllowiwwer,,. instead 
the material for gage fabric,«tlan mm changed from steel to .alumi- 
nt» since this- wans 11 simpler metlhod, lleoaune of the lower young1'® 
modulua of aluminium the dla|phra«i# fMiwilneiss 'had to "be 
tio maintain adintguate stiff »««ib, m ailiitiiMi,, th« #veirali":|#i«||ie 
diameter was neduced from, 1 In, t-o 1,:,9 lm„. to Improve if he ¡«¿«a 
r-aitlo, It was inot ipioitslble to reduce th» overall ithlckmeiisi# in 
priqpiortlion,,, so a 'thiciknesis-dlameiter ratim 1,«ereate riemsulted. 
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in. addition to the aforementioned features, speelitl con¬ 

sidérât::!, 

leim lia i: 
WÄS liáJX'Víiítl ... waterproofing the gage, The najen: prob* 

regard was the cable penetration point since the 

cover itself is easily sealed, A well was provided la the ring 
aroimcf the cavity intersecting the hole for the cable, The en. 

tire cable was Inserted through the radial hole connecting the 
outside of the gage with the well. Thus cable cover and ... 

ling were stripped away at this position and only the inner in. 

sulated leads were allowed to pass into the diaphragm cavity. 

Hie well was filled with a hardening conductive epoxy serving 

three functions : 1) grounding the cable shleIditig to the gag,«s 

case; 2) providing a moisture barrier between the inner leads 

and the outside of the gage even if the cable cover is not water 

proof; and,, 3) anchoring the cable to the case. The coven: and, 

body of the gage were sealed, with nonhardening resin,,/* 

A change was also toad® in the plexoresistlve atraiu, gage® 

used in an attempt to eliminate the problems encountered with 

gages I and IA„ Tie gages selected consisted of a, two active 

atm .. and n“si]-.*■«»«■ ..»bination.** The reals tunee, 0f the ele- 
mienta was nominally 350 ohm. One such gage was mounted in the 

center ot the diaphragm in the gage body. Only on,® active dia¬ 

phragm was used. Both arms of the. strain gage should be sub¬ 

jected to Identical strain when, pressure: is, applied to the dia¬ 
phragm; however, one aria will increase in resistance and, the 

other will decrease. A reasonable degree of temperature compen- 

saitiom should also be provided. Fix,cd resistors were added in* 

Bidlis the case to provide a full balanced bridge with two active 

arms,. The strain gages were mounted with a. hardening «poiíiy*** 

and then together with the exposed wires were coated with riiiiî* 

to waterproof them. 

* Sylgard 182,,, 

** Rulittt Type MF 103-9* 

*** Armstrong A,2. 

.... 
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â Photograph of the. gage before assembly is shown in Fig¬ 

ur« 28* The ütraia gages and resistors may be seen attached, to 

th* ginge body, 

3. EVALOATIOI OF CAGE 

The physical features of Model IB are sumnarized in Table ¥, 

page 52 and Figure 29, The calibration results are given in 

Table VI» page 54 * 

The response of the gage under hydrostatic pressure is 

illustrated in Figure 30» The hydrostatic response was linear 

and reproducible with no hysteresis. The sensitivity was also 

quite satisfactory, The large initial bridge unbalance was 

cart»«d by a change in resistance of the active arms during bond¬ 

ing to the diaphragm, since the balancing resistors were selected 

in, advance based upon the Initial resistance of the strain gage. 

A representative response curve in soil is given in Figure 31. 

The nonlinearity and hysteresis for the tests made are less than 

for diaphragm Model I and more than for diaphragm Model IA (Fig¬ 

ure 27» page 76), This behavior appears to be most directly re¬ 

lated to the diameter-deflection, ratio of the diaphragm, (Table V). 

The range of registration ratios was about the same for Model IB 

as for Model 1A, The average registration ratio for three sepa¬ 

rate placements in sand for Model IB was 0.95 or a 5 percent 

underregiatration, The results strongly suggest that improved 

linearity of gage Model IB cam be obtained by Increasing the 

diaphragm stiffness further.. The gage sensitivity was more than 

adequate to permit this* However, due to the limitation of funds 

it was not possible to consider further changes* Four gages of 

Model, IB were fabricated and delivered to AFWL for evaluation. 
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Figure JO. Hydroatatic Calibration of Modal ib Diaphragm 







SECTIOS VII 

CONCLUSIONS .INI) EBCOMHBHOATÏONS 

Íh€í purp.«:.i* of thia atudy 'wiimb to investigate the feasibility 
of using piesKoresistive   ia teria,Li     transducer» for soil stress" 

®ja®es- 1:11 ... the potential of utllitiing unique proper. 
ties of solid pleBoreslstive elesiente in bending and comp res si or, 
was to be evaluated, Application of commercial piezoresistive 
sit Ain, gage «laments as transducer* was also to be ¢:011,01,(10:1)011:1, 

A number of gage concepts were evaluated theoretically, 
Specific gages were then designed «Bibodying three concept* that 

..  ... 'bie of "öt Interest. The gages were, then fabricated 
Auid tested both under hydrostatic pressure and in soil up to 300 
pai. lh,e results were ... with the perfonmince of the IIMM 
soil stress gag«,. 

The three tranaducer concepts tmbodled in the gages rvalue. 
ted experimentally were: 1) solid pleroresistlve elements in 
(:1:irecc ..«»Ptesslon; 2) a bean.element with piezoresistive gage:,» 
attached; and 3) a deflecting diaphragm with piezoresistive strain 
gages attiched,,. 

Theoretically the compression gage appeared to have consid¬ 
erable merit ; however, many difficulties in fabricating the gag*» 
were encountered. Although considerable «ffoirt wai devoted, to 
tills gage, satisfactory performance was never accomplished* "It 
is believed that these difficult!** arc not insurmountabl*; how- 
ieve:r» ... research will be required to solve the problems. 

Mechanic i» l difficulties were encountered with the beam gag«,, 
Stxeiis concentrations at the contact, point between the beam and 
the knife edge created nonlinearity ami hysteresis during loading 
anud unloading,. With further development effort, it is bel.lived 
t:h*   iffflenities can be overcome. However, this tÜmtàpi 
appcais to öfter no advantages over other simpler coiWepCÉ* 



'Tlii lÂ g;iig« vusted apprielably ln maguítud.e. of response 
from plmmmat to placaiwint, ln general» It appeared to over- 
regílitiií1 «Ignlfleantly. ï'he»t characteristics are believed to 
be 'prlmairily * reisult of the geometry of the gage. 

The gage that perfomed the best used the deflecting clli- 
phraga concept. This gage vm alio by far the sloppiest one in- 
veatlgated. Th« sentitlve pi«»ores!stive strain gages have made 
It pouBlbit to tt«# the stiff diaphragms that are necessary to 
provide satisfactory gage perforimance in soil. The diaphragm 

gage has definitely bean proven feasible and, considering auch 

factor® as simplicity, reliability, and performance in soil, this 

concept presently appear» to be the «»»t satisfactory approach. 
"J 

Th« final diaphragm, gagea developed in the program had a 

density not much greater than that of soll» a frequency response 

exceeding MyOÖÖ cps, nonlinearity during loading in soil of lees 

than 5 percent, hysteresis generally less than 8 percent, and 

registration ratios ranging from, 0,,84 to 1.05, l,e„,, from an 

«nderregistratlon, of 16 percent to an, overregi,® trat ton, of 5 percent. 

The experimental result® indicate that this li not the best: per¬ 

formance that can, be expected with such gage®, It appears that 

the higher the dlameter-to-deflection ratio of the diaphragm, the 

better the linearity and, the less the hysteresis in soil. The 

data also indicate that the ,smaller the thickness-diameter ratio 

of the overall gage the closer the gage read® to the true stress. 

The iemsitlvity of the final diaphragm, gages was considerably 

greater than the minimum, acceptable, lene«,, it is, possible to 

further Improve the gage, performance by sacrificing sensitivity. 

The test»' conducted, have given, »ome indication of the impor¬ 

tance of the various design parameters of diaphragm gages on over¬ 

all gage perforoMinice, Some information Is also available in the 

literature on this subject. However, there, still remains, a, sig¬ 

nificant lack of information on, the specific effects of each of 

the parameters,,,, e.g,, thickness-tio-diameter ratio, dianneter-to- 

deflection ratio of the, dlaphragmp a# the area of diaphragm in 

relation to total, gage area. 
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Before any eat is factory basis for design of soil atrei®» 
gages in general can 'be provided, a systematic evaluation of the 

significant parameters, one at a til», iniiit be made In, the soil. 

Because of its simplicity, and because it has 'been shown to be a 

feasible concept, the diaphragm gage is ideal for iucli a stttdy. 

In addition to the characteristic feature* of the gagt the other 
variables 'which ¡should be considered are the soli type,, the con¬ 
fining condition of the soil ¡specimen, the placement techniques, 
and the performance of the gage when oriented in directions other 
than that of the major principle stress., It ts believed that the 
understanding of stress gage performance in soil currently lags 
far behind the development of instrumentation techniqoa», which 
make it: possible now to construct almost any kind of gage that 
is desired. 

The, completed program mas limited to an Investigaelo* of 
gage concepts which would be useful for die m»asuceii«iit >cf «Mal 
stresses, only. Further analytical. BtudieiiB iitoold bt carried out 
to determine, material typen and, orientations that would allow the 
measurement of other types of eCrasse*, 'the Investigation of new 
materials other than silicon anil germanium alhouM als# be purBUieid. 
The use of 'material® with a, higher stress BeMiltivity wouli «niable 
the stiff no« s of the gega» to bt increased 'witihout 4 ••crlffce in. 
the available output signal. Higher rnsiativity along with ade¬ 
quate sensitivity would permit the use of! larger solid trttiisiducer 

elementa. 

Th« use of nanconmnercial elements and configNiratltni« ishould 
also 1>e studied further, the use of dl;ffiiml«i tfittNllp# way 
allow the attainwewt of high gage factora wiltliout. eeintt!» ¡lot the 
affect* of the bondJ,ng teoÍÉiques upon, 'the strati, gage peirfor»- 
anees. Since Silicon, ties «ww-oaimstely the »¡||| d«nül||t||r as alwuni- 
luiii land soil,, it may be 'po'iisible to d-islpi intrato, gag*« tfaÉ 
would, require no me't«ll|| cover, initiad, the. illlcon, 
won Id cons 1:1,tut« both the case and th» #.11081¾ «i«m*n,l:„ ' the 
is il icon piece could be fiwuciapsulattd so as to be »ufiClclently 
waterproof1 for «,»« In the field. 
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